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SoMEx APP
IS NOW READY ...

Do you remember the
SoMEx PROJECT ?
Young people have to be well
prepared before going abroad
for a mobility process
and good preparation is the
key pointfor integration!
The main objective of the SoMEx
project was to create an android application
based on an extensive tool-kit for preparation, operation and post processing
for exchanges of trainees and staff related to up-to-date media, i.e. social media
in use.
Trainees and staff might be involved in all stages of the processes, since user
generated input in real time is of great advantage to lower the barriers of
acceptance and the higher willingness of being part in exchanges.

Thus, the era of coming to classroom
and the rule “turn of your devices” have
to be rethought.

SOMEX REPORTS
IO1: Information guide containing useful ICT
tools and social media uses - VET learners,
trainers and staff in construction sector
IO2: Recommendation on the improvement of
the existing mobility process by using an APP’
to meet trainees, trainers and staff needs
IO3: SoMEx mobile device

LOOK OUT!

https://play.google.com/store
/apps/details?id=de.gfwh.somexchanges&hl=fr

SoMEx APP
IO4: Recommendation on APP VERSION 1 for
After three years of reasearch and testing, we the improvement of the mobility process on
are proud to present the final version of the

trainees, trainers and staff needs

SoMEx APP.
IO5: Validation and last recommandation on
Prepare and realize the perfect mobility

APP VERSION 2 for the improvement of the

exchange...

mobility process on trainees, trainers and staff

You are a trainer or trainee in construction

needs

sector, going abroad for a mobility placement?
The SoMExchanges APP is for YOU!

More details: http://www.somexproject.eu

It will make the whole process easier for all of
you.
You don’t know how to prepare your suitcase?
You don’t know the language very well? You
need a translator including technical
vocabulary? You are abroad and you want to
find a good restaurant?
Please do not hesitate anymore, download the
SoMExchanges APP and your integration in the
process will be so easy.
SoMEx si co-funded by the European Union.
www.somexproject.eu

